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I wanna continue chasing 

for my dreams

 

I wanna keep grinding hard so 

I can build a legacy in these streets 

 

I wanna keep being the best so

I can make sure my family eats 

 

I wanna keep being the best through

this pain so my soul can be free 

 

They want to lock me down, 

going crazy 'n weak, 

but I am a soldier, 

I'm always

keep pushing 

'n stand tall on my feet 

 

I am going to continue being the man and dad 

to make sure that my family and my kid is in a better place 

 

But I told Jackie don’t worry I will be home soon 

to make better days 

In my life can continue to happiness and greatness 

 
Revontae P.

CJN, Unit Boys P



I was born for a reason

God gave me life

Sometimes I do wrong

Sometimes I do right

One day I’ll achieve my dreams

I’ve come a long way 

and above all heights

I know I shine a light that’s bright

For the people I love

And the ones I take care of

I live for my past, present, and future

I live to die

But I’m crazy

So I’d probably already sold my soul

Before I arrived in the sky

Anije D., Age 17

CJH, Unit Girls D

Better Me

I feel stupid putting myself in this

situation. I feel unworthy of family’s

love because I’m putting them

through this. My life is not over, this is

the new beginning. A new life with a

better me. I’ll do things I should’ve

done since the start. I will tell my

mom this, so I can give myself the

opportunity to start life as a better me.

Armando C.

BJN, Unit Y2

If you are having a rainy day, 

I can tell you a joke and turn your rainy day

into sunshine. I am funny. I can make

someone smile like seeing a bunny.

Everyone thinks I'm sour when I’m not

talking, but when I start talking I can be

sweet and happy.

Elijah 

CJH, Unit Boys Care

I shouldn’t be judged and be told I do

things the wrong way. 

I think the good judgment should be

displayed through someone who finds that

my own idea can be added to or made

better instead of being misjudged. The

reason being is that all people have the

ability to come up with very new and

innovative ideas, and those people just

need to be encouraged.

Jones A.

CJH, Unit KL

Coming to jail really helped to open my

eyes to see life for what it is. 

I noticed how I lost certain homies because

they were not really there for me like they

said they would. My girlfriend is the only

person that really has the key to my heart.

Around certain people, I have to put up a

certain image to look a certain way but

around her I could just be myself without

being judged.

Jamaal J.

CJH, Unit K

Be

Be the best you can be

and always strive for greatness.

The sky's the limit so why stop now?

Keep on going hard at 

whatever it is you’re good at and

push yourself to overcome 

not prosperity but greatness. 

Ervin K.

CJH, Unit Boys P



We Are Not the Same

 

People attend to gossip about the next person, 

about what they have, where they have been, 

and who they know.

 

We share the same color, live inside the same

area/environment, and end up in the same place. 

 

Everything I had, I earned – good or bad.

Everything I had, you can get. 

Everything I want, you to have.

Everything you got, I can get.

 

We are human, but we are different. 

 

You have diamonds and I have diamonds 

but we are not the same. 

 
Malik C.

CJH, Unit Boys P



I am ruthless and untouched.

I wonder when I will go home.

I hear the waves crashing.

I see the currents rise.

I want my own home.

I am ruthless and untouched.

I pretend I’m going shopping again

I feel heartless

I worry about my future

I cry the world will never be the

same.

I am ruthless and untouched.

I understand my life choices.

I remain blunt.

I dream about my future kids.

I try not to be aggressive.

I am ruthless and untouched.

Shanveria A., Age 18

CJH, Unit Girls ESU

Keep Flowing

It’s easy to look back 

but it’s hard to look forward 

it’s easy to go under but hard 

to get over life is hard

but it’s just how you make it

just be yourself you don’t

have to fake don’t stand

still cause time will keep 

going just spread your wings and

like a bird keep flowing 

Dalonte B.

CJH, Unit Boys P 

Life

Life feels like a long journey with

no end, walking down a long road

with no water or food. 

I wasn’t given a car and my

journey came with no short cuts

or bus. 

All I have is my thoughts and my

choices, and sometimes I make

wrong turns.

 

Breajanika J.

CJH, Unit Girls Care

I go through my struggles 

and still I rise.

I am broken but still I rise.

People question but still I rise.

People look down on me 

but still I rise.

I overcome challenges and still rise.

David R.

CJH, Unit Boys RS 



Important note: Angel here is consciously writing in a stream-of-
consciousness form. 

im tired of sorry

 

I'm so tired of sorry people one thing I don't need in my life is any more

apologies I had sorry greeting me every night sorry don't open doors or

bring my time back they don't make me happy didn't nobody stop using

my tears to get drunk off I'm simply tired of collecting if you're coming in

my life to tell me sorry go find somebody else I let I'm sorry and didn't

mean to hurt you take a walk down a street that never ends I'm going to

say what I want to do what I want, and I won't be sorry for it let a sorry

soothe your soul I am going to let my soul sooth mine you can't be

inconsistent with something then turn around being sorry I will not

accept I will not be nice I will raise my voice and I won't be sorry for any

of it I love on purpose I was open on purpose I still crave vulnerability and

close talk & I'm not even sorry about you being sorry you can carry all the

guilt and grime you want to just don't give it to me, I can't use another

sorry next time you should admit your mean lowdown trifling ways

instead of being sorry all the time enjoy being yourself.

 

Angel W., Age 16

CJH, Unit Girls Care



When I’m old

When I’m old, I want to travel the world and continue my photography. I

want to enjoy life and enjoy all the good things and retire from all the

bad things. I want to give even if I have very little to give. I want to feed

the homeless and see many stars until there are no more stars to see. I

want to die with a smile on my face knowing I got to experience life and

I got through it.

Divine 

CJH, Unit Girls O

Getting Out and Coping When Out and Free

When I get out I want to stay out and not come back to jail. I want to do

good and stay out of trouble and finish school because I’ve now realized

that the streets go always be here. And now I’m getting older and more

mature and the way I was going to either leads me to death or jail for a

long time and I don’t want that in my lifestyle. I now know what I got to

do to stay out and keep being on the right track. Because jail ain’t for me

no more and it’s getting played out now. So I just pray I go home, so I

can finish school, graduate, and take care of my family and mom.

Ana G.

CJH, Unit Girls D



When I look in the mirror…
 

I see a girl who suffered through months of depression and pain.

I see isolating myself over tears and over my mom 

and a little sister that I miss so much.

I see my mom by my side and always being there for me saying, 

"Stay strong. I love you."

I see a beautiful confident girl 

that has been through a lot of pain and hurt.

I see a girl who is really respectful, mellow, and nice 

in a place she shouldn’t be in over a mistake.

I see a girl that always keeps a smile on her face no matter what.

I see a girl whose dad had a drinking problem because he was so stressed

but stopped because he cared about his kids.

I see a girl who is now trying to stay strong and not cry 

even though it's hard.

I see a girl who had a brother and a sister that she was so rude to 

but at the end of the day, they are still there for her.

 

Meztli C.

CJH, Unit Girls O



I am truly hurt deep down but, I put up a front.

I wonder if people knew the truth would they run.

I hear everything and it causes me to think.

I see that being different is whom I was made to be.

I want to leave and run until I enter a new world.

I am truly hurt deep down, but I do whatever works.

 

I pretend like I’m happy so no one notices my hurt.

I feel unwanted and unlocked so from my shadows I lurk.

I touch my heart and pray for healing.

I worry that it’s impossible to shake this feeling.

I cry when I’m alone because there is nowhere else to hide.

I am truly hurt by this thing you call a smile.

 

I understand no one in this world is perfect.

I say everyone deserves a chance to prove they’re worth it.

I dream that one day, I’ll have the courage.

I try to keep calm, I try not to worry.

I hope the truth doesn’t hurt.

I am truly hurt, but I’ll be better if I put in the work

 

Ciliana P., Age 17

CJH, Girls ESU
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